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1. Introduction

The drivers of migration are complex, multi-layered, and context specific. Such drivers include, for instance, the need to manage a broad range of socioeconomic risks and livelihood changes, including job loss, old-age, and child-rearing. Migration can occur when environments rife with such risks and with limited social and economic prospects, inequality, political and economic insecurity, conflict, violence, and human rights abuses meet the desire for change.

But even under dire circumstances, migration may not always be the outcome. First, most people have no aspiration to migrate, while others do not have the capacity to migrate even though they may wish to do so. Aspirations to migrate are realized when a number of factors align, including access to a social network that can enable migration pathways, the funds to pay for the costs, and the knowledge and skills required to navigate every step of the way.

Second, in the face of dire livelihood challenges, migration may not even be the only option available to people. Instead, they may opt to manage livelihood risks in other ways. One policy area of particular – and growing – interest is social protection, the range of publicly-mandated actions that seek to address risk and vulnerability, often among poor and near-poor households, such as pensions, child benefits, unemployment benefits, or public works programmes.

Given the important role played by risk in the decision to migrate, access to social protection can affect the decision to migrate.

Social protection was, for a long time, generally limited to high-income countries. In recent years, however, social protection mechanisms have expanded to low- and middle-income countries, with most countries in the world now having at least one social protection programme. As global expansion in social protection continues, so will policy interest on the different, sometimes inadvertent, effects of such expansion. One of these potential effects is its interaction with migration decision-making, that is, whether there is a trade-off between access to social protection and the ability or need to migrate. In this paper, we explore this relationship in order to address simplistic policy assumptions on instruments like social protection being used to potentially ‘stop’ or reduce migration.

Drawing on evidence collated in the comprehensive literature review by Himmelstine et al., this discussion paper asks the question: “What are the effects that publicly-mandated social protection programmes in countries of origin exert on migration decisions?” It considers migration decisions taken either by individuals or collectively at the household level. This paper provides a review of the relevant mixed methods, quantitative, and qualitative English, quantitative, and mixed methods studies.


8 A search protocol was set up and a formal literature search was conducted using predefined search strings to explore three academic databases, seven academic journals, and 16 websites. The authors also consulted four experts in the field, which increased the number of documents for consideration. Qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods studies were considered. The search protocol covered publicly mandated social protection programmes only, considering both de facto and de jure access to social protection, including cash transfers, public works programmes, health insurance, health fee waivers, unemployment insurance, school subsidies or fee waivers, and asset transfers. The review was conducted from October to December 2020, building on a previous study authored by Hagen-Zanker and Himmelstine (Jessica Hagen-Zanker and Carmen León Himmelstine, “What do we know about the impact of social protection programmes on the decision to migrate?” Migration and Development Vol. 2 No. 1 (2013): 117–131). Additional searches in both French and Spanish were also included.
French, and Spanish literature in this area, focusing on evidence in low, lower-middle, and upper-middle income countries.

**What is the Evidence Base?**

The review included 76 papers, covering 85 countries, published before or in 2020. The evidence is skewed both in terms of types of social protection programmes covered and geographical distribution.

With regards to the social protection programmes covered, the majority of studies considered effects from conditional cash transfers (CCTs) (33 studies), employment guarantee schemes (17 studies), non-contributory pensions (nine studies), social and health insurance (eight studies), unconditional cash transfers (UCTs) (seven studies), and two studies examining the effects of various social protection schemes on migration.

With regards to the geographic distribution of the studies, there is a strong concentration of studies in the Latin America and Caribbean region (39 studies), followed by Africa (23), South Asia (10), East Asia and the Pacific (eight), Southwestern Europe (three), and two studies looking at the effects of access to social protection on multiple countries (Figure 1). The evidence base is, in fact, dominated by four countries, which together account for more than half of the studies included: Mexico (28 studies), India (10), South Africa (five), and China (five).

![Figure 1 – Regional Distribution of Studies](image-url)
2. What are the Main Findings?

Taken together, the studies do not paint a clear picture. According to a review of the empirical literature, it is not possible to clearly ascertain whether access to social protection leads to an increase or a decrease in either internal, international, or temporary migration. An overview of the 76 studies reveals no clear trend (Figure 2):

- Twenty-three studies find that access to social protection programmes has decreased migration;
- Twenty-one studies find that it increased migration;
- Twenty-one studies find that it has mixed outcomes of increases and decreases;\(^9\)
- Eleven find that social protection programmes have no effect/statistically significant impact on migration.

The main findings, however, aggregate all studies and look at different social protection programmes and types of migration. This aggregation may hide more specific underlying trends. This discussion paper therefore focuses on more specific sub-groups and considers various factors that may influence the impact of social protection on migration decisions.

There was some consistency for the case of South Africa’s Old Age Grant, a universal, non-contributory pension, where five studies find that the receipt of the Old Age Grant in a household was correlated with the migration of another household member.\(^10\) Looking into the gender dynamics behind this finding, Inder and Maitra\(^11\) found that the Old Age Grant allowed benefiting households to

---

\(^9\) We are classifying mixed outcomes studies as those that show a combination of impacts. For example, those that found different migration outcomes over different periods of time (such as an increase in the short term and decrease in the long term), an increase for some members of the household and a decrease for others, and different outcomes between demographic groups (men and women, youth and older generations) or between regions.


\(^11\) Brett Inder and Pashkar Maitra, “Social pensions, migration and household composition.”
fund the internal migration of working age women, as long as other members provided care for the children living in the household.\(^\text{12}\) Consistent with this finding, Gil-García also found that female participants migrated internally after benefiting from the Oportunidades programme in Mexico.\(^\text{13}\)

**International Migration**

Given that international migration is much costlier and requires more preparation than internal migration, it is unclear whether social protection benefits are sizeable enough to overcome such barriers. As was the case for internal migration, the empirical literature focused on international migration paints quite a mixed picture. The findings suggest that social protection programmes do indeed influence international migration in some instances, but with little consistent pattern. Of the 33 studies reviewed, relatively fewer find that social protection increases (nine) rather than decreases (13) international migration, while six find a mixed impact and five no impact at all (Figure 4). The conclusions do not seem related to migration history, proximity to job-rich countries, migration rates, or any specific event.

To give one example, the pantawid ng pamilyang pilipino program is the largest social protection programme in the Philippines, targeting extremely poor families. It gives a monthly cash transfer to children under 18 years, as well as additional support to help with education expenses, conditional on mothers seeking pre- and post-natal care and children’s school attendance. Households that receive cash transfers are less likely to have an international migrant in the household or receive remittances, suggesting that the support received may act as a substitute to international migration and remittances.\(^\text{14}\)

**Temporary Migration**

Few studies explicitly focus on temporary migration, that is, migration which is seasonal, short term, or circular. Part of the reason is that it is difficult to measure whether migration is temporary or not. Altogether, there were 25 studies that mentioned a temporary migration context, with ten finding an increase, six a decrease, seven no impact at all, and two suggesting a mix of impacts (Figure 5). While no clear pattern emerges, there are relatively more studies that conclude a higher incidence of increases in temporary migration in the presence of social protection, rather than decreases.

---

\(^\text{12}\) Ibid.


For example, an evaluation of the Youth Employment Support Project, a cash-for-work programme in Sierra Leone that grants young adults 50 to 75 days of paid work on targeted community projects, found that the programme led to an increase in temporary migration. The funds granted through the programme allowed other household members, particularly women, to migrate.

**Does the Type of Social Protection Programme affect Migration Outcomes?**

**CCT Programmes**

CCTs have conditions attached to receipt, often requiring some form of presence by family members at the place where they receive the transfer, for instance, at a school or health check. This may result in people deciding not to migrate in order to meet the programme’s requirements.

Yet, there is no clear pattern (Figure 6). About half of the studies reviewed – mainly from Latin America – show both increases (eight studies) and decreases (eight studies) in migration, while the other half of the studies find that access to CCTs yields mixed outcomes on the propensity to migrate. Three studies find no impact.

It is not clear whether CCTs increase or decrease the propensity to migrate, even when looking at one single programme. Many of the studies focus on the former Mexican Oportunidades programme, which ran from 1997 to 2019 and was one of the first and biggest programmes of its kind at the time. Several studies find that Oportunidades reduced the migration of participants, or their household members, in the short term, but increased it in the long term, when former participants, who are now adults, have more autonomy to make decisions, and may decide to move.

---

for higher education or to find better-remunerated jobs. In addition, while some direct participants did not migrate in the short term (children and mothers), other members of the household, not bounded by the conditions of the programme, did migrate. Other studies found that international migration was impacted more than internal migration, because it allowed households to send a household member to the United States, when they would have otherwise not been able to afford it, with internal migration already frequently taking place anyway.

UCT Programmes

The evidence on UCTs is small, but more geographically diverse than studies that focus on CCTs. Studies from China, Indonesia, and six African countries (Kenya, Malawi, Mali, Niger, South Sudan, and Zambia) were analysed. There is once again no pattern regarding the impact of UCTs on migration, with an equal number of studies finding mixed outcomes, decreases, and increases in migration (Figure 7). One study found no impact.

Figure 7 – The Impact of UCT Programmes on Migration

Indonesia, and six African countries (Kenya, Malawi, Mali, Niger, South Sudan, and Zambia) were analysed. There is once again no pattern regarding the impact of UCTs on migration, with an equal number of studies finding mixed outcomes, decreases, and increases in migration (Figure 7). One study found no impact.

Non-contributory Pensions

In terms of non-contributory pensions, there is only evidence from nine studies from China, South Africa, and Uganda (five focus on the Old Age Grant in South Africa, discussed above). There is a more consistent pattern in these studies, with seven studies showing an increase in

---


internal migration (Figure 8), one showing a decrease, and one demonstrating no impact on migration.

Several studies focus on the New Rural Social Pension (NRSP) programme in China, a non-contributory pension for persons aged 60 or above. Some studies find that access to the pension scheme is linked with higher internal migration of the participants’ adult children since pensioners can afford medical services and rely less on support and care from their children. However, another study finds that the NRSP reduces the migration of adult children since the cash receipts reduce the pensioner’s time spent in agriculture, particularly amongst men, and increases the time that adult children spend in agriculture.

Several studies focus on the New Rural Social Pension (NRSP) programme in China, a non-contributory pension for persons aged 60 or above. Some studies find that access to the pension scheme is linked with higher internal migration of the participants’ adult children since pensioners can afford medical services and rely less on support and care from their children. However, another study finds that the NRSP reduces the migration of adult children since the cash receipts reduce the pensioner’s time spent in agriculture, particularly amongst men, and increases the time that adult children spend in agriculture.

Social and Health Insurance Programmes
There are also a small number of studies on social and health insurance programmes, which tend to be contributory. A number of these studies compare coverage of social insurance across countries, whereas other studies focus on a specific social insurance programme. There is a somewhat consistent pattern, with five of the eight studies finding that social and health insurance is linked with a decrease in migration, and three finding mixed outcomes (Figure 9). As such, the evidence on social and health insurance suggests, generally, that the higher the coverage is in the country of origin, the lower the propensity to migrate. A likely explanation is that social insurance receipt is closely correlated with formal sector employment. Individuals with social insurance coverage may have less need and desire to move, as it would also mean leaving behind social benefits and a good job.

Two studies assess the effects of the Seguro Popular programme, a Mexican programme providing access to public healthcare for uninsured individuals (those who are unemployed, self-employed, or informally employed). Both studies find mixed outcomes. Participants in the programme continue to migrate from Mexico to the United States, perhaps because the transfers are not large enough to cover the healthcare needs of those affiliated, or because of the lower quality of healthcare services in Mexico compared to those in the United States. Indeed, the economic rewards

---


22 A few of the programmes reviewed are tax funded.

of international migration may be more appealing than the risks of quitting an informal job, despite the social insurance associated with it. However, the programme is also linked to an increase in the return migration of undocumented migrants from the United States to Mexico, perhaps because being undocumented they could not access healthcare services in the United States during a health crisis. 24

Public Works and Employment Guarantee Programmes
There were 17 studies that focused on public works programmes (paid employment on a public works project) or employment guarantee schemes (paid employment available on a regular basis). Overall, the effect of such programmes on migration is inconsistent, with six studies finding a decrease, four an increase, five finding no impact, and two suggesting mixed impact outcomes on migration (Figure 10).

The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) programme in India provides up to 100 days of paid work to rural households each year. One of the programme’s objectives is explicitly to limit rural-urban migration, by providing a means to a livelihood during lean farm seasons. 25 The evidence suggests that the

---

24 Ibid.
MGNREGA programme has not been as effective as hoped in reducing internal migration for several reasons. First, the additional income gained through internal migration has been higher than the salary provided through the MGNREGA schemes.26 Second, the actual number of days of work provided has not matched the number promised by the programme.27 Third, certain implementation challenges have meant that people could not rely on the MGNREGA programme consistently and therefore have continued to migrate to secure other sources of income.28

**How do Individual and Household Factors Mediate the Link between Social Protection and Migration?**

The evidence above suggests that the impact of social protection on migration is mediated by individual and household factors, contextual factors, and programme design and implementation. In this section, individual and household factors are investigated, followed by sections that focus on contextual factors and programme design and implementation.

The characteristics of participants in social protection programmes, as well as those of their households, need to be considered to explain the effects of such programmes on migration decisions. First, skill and education levels can affect credit constraints related to migration, and the potential payoffs one may gain from migration. Six studies consider skills and education levels in their analysis and the findings suggest a mainly consistent positive correlation between education and skills and migration, with more studies focused on internal migration. Generally, higher education and skill levels lead to higher propensities to migrate (see for instance Azuara29 on Mexico). However, there are also counter examples. Angelucci, for instance, demonstrates that the migration of unskilled individuals increased as a result of the Oportunidades programme in Mexico, with people in this group now being able to take on loans since they now have a two-year guaranteed income that serves as collateral.30

Gender plays an important role, both for the programme participant and other household members. Amongst the 14 studies that consider gender, findings are inconsistent. Several studies show that female participants are more likely to share their income with other household members, allowing other household members, especially other women, to migrate. There is evidence to suggest this in the case of South Africa’s Old Age Grant.31 Other studies suggest women are more likely to migrate than men when participating in social protection programmes, especially when they are high skilled or when programmes enable them to increase their human capital.32 Several studies on the other hand show that gender norms may restrict mobility. For instance, studies on CCTs find that it is women that must stay behind to meet the conditions of the programmes, either as mothers and caregivers,33 or to support other household members participating in public works programmes.34 Age can also mediate the effects of social protection programmes on migration. Four of the seven studies that look at age find a decrease in migration as age increases. One of the objectives of CCTs is to keep children and youth at risk of dropping out of education in school. Several studies find that CCTs reduce or delay migration in the short term, while children and youth attend school and receive the cash benefit. This was also found in other types of programmes, including the Business Grant Program in South Sudan.35 Other evidence suggests that social

---

27 Priya Deshingkar, Shaheen Akter, Pramed Sharma, and John Farrington, The impacts of social protection on labour markets and migration with particular reference to the NREGA (London: Overseas Development Institute, 2010).
28 Ibid.
30 Angelucci, “Migration and Financial Constraints: Evidence from Mexico.”
protection programmes have no effect on young participants, as young participants find migration more profitable than education.\(^3^6\)

Ethnicity also mediates the outcomes of social protection on migration, although the evidence follows no clear pattern. For example, participation in the Oportunidades programme appeared to increase the internal migration of indigenous youth years down the line, as they may have had less profitable job opportunities at home.\(^3^7\) On the other hand, ethnic minorities are less likely to migrate in China, as other barriers to migration, for instance language or information gaps, may be more critical than financial credit constraints.\(^3^8\)

In terms of household characteristics, various studies show that the migration of indirect participants (such as young adults and heads of households) belonging to programme participant households tend to increase, while older participants tend to stay.\(^3^9\) Households with large numbers of children tend not to migrate in the short term, while some children are still completing their studies.\(^4^0\) This suggests that households adopt different strategies to diversify their income and to benefit from both social protection and migration simultaneously, without having to compromise the benefits of one over the other.

The effect of household income, poverty status, and social class in the link between social protection and migration is unclear. Amongst the 13 studies that have looked at this, seven have found that poorer and low-asset households tend to migrate more than wealthier ones, as transfers loosen liquidity constraints.\(^4^1\) For instance, considering the effect of cash transfers on migration from Comoros to Mayotte, where there was a significantly larger effect for households with low levels of savings or risk-aversion, findings suggest that the cash transfers eased liquidity and risk constraints for poorer households.\(^4^2\) Yet five studies found that the benefit received from a programme is enough to meet their basic needs, so migration decreases.

**How do Contextual Factors Mediate the Link between Social Protection and Migration?**

Contextual factors also mediate the impact of social protection programmes on migration outcomes. Local labour markets and the availability of jobs can determine the need to migrate and mediate the impact of social protection. When local jobs are scarce or poorly paid, migration continues to take place regardless of the provision of social protection and may even be used to finance migration.\(^4^3\) Such effects interact with other factors, including education levels, and may change over time (see Box 1). When social protection programmes also aim to boost education levels over time – as some CCTs aim to do – the additional education gained may influence incentives to migrate. Migration can also be mediated by inequalities in access to the labour market or better paying jobs. Ethnic minorities who face intersectional inequalities, for instance, may be more likely to migrate.\(^4^4\)

---

37 Mercedes de la Rocha González, Life after oportunidades: Rural program impact after 10 years of implementation.
Box 1. The Influence of Contextual Factors May Change Over Time

A study on the impact of Procampo, a conditional cash transfer targeted at farmers in Mexico, found an increase in migration from Mexico to the United States, with the size of the impact varying over time. One explanation as to why Procampo did not affect migration to the same degree over time is that the context changed. On the one hand, the migration journey became more costly and dangerous due to intensified border enforcements. On the other hand, a slow-down in the US economy reduced the payoffs to be had from migration. This means that migration became a less profitable strategy, and weakened the link between participation in Procampo and migration, not because the programme changed, but because the context did.

Likewise, the attractiveness of a destination, for instance the availability of jobs, its average wage compared to other regions, and the ease of migration, can explain why migration may continue or increase, even in the context of a social protection transfer. The 21 studies that look at this factor overwhelmingly show that migration either continues or increases for participants of social protection when destinations are more economically attractive. When a destination becomes less attractive due to greater border enforcements, for instance, or a sluggish economy, the effect of a decrease due to a social protection programme may be felt more strongly. However, some exceptions for the MGNREGA programme in India show that migration decreases with social protection receipt, as recipients may have a preference for not migrating, even in a context in which the jobs that are generated through the programme are poorly paid.

Prior exposure to migration and a culture of migration may also explain why migration continues regardless of social protection participation, particularly if there is uncertainty about the future or the continuation of the programme. However, there are no clear trends amongst the five studies that do consider migration culture. Broadly speaking, the impact of social protection is mediated by the social and cultural norms around the purpose and meaning of migration (Box 2).

Box 2. Individual and Household Level Factors in Mexico’s Oportunidades Programme

The former Mexican Oportunidades programme illustrates the ways individual and household characteristics can affect the link between social protection programmes and migration decisions. Migration decisions following Oportunidades can be mediated by the aspirations of beneficiaries and what they consider as the means to achieve social mobility. While in one location where Oportunidades was being implemented, migration was perceived as a means to fulfil educational and other personal hopes and dreams upon completion of the programme; in another individuals migrated for employment purposes prior to completing the programme.

In contexts of higher poverty, Oportunidades improved the living standards of participants and their households, reducing the need to migrate, particularly when they had access to schooling.

45 Jerónimo Cortina, “Subsidizing migration? Mexican agricultural policies and migration to the United States.”
47 Jerónimo Cortina, “Subsidizing migration? Mexican agricultural policies and migration to the United States.”
50 Enrique Martínez Curiel “Emigrar por desesperación: Progresa y la migración interna e internacional.”
51 Carmen León Himmelstine, “The linkages between social protection and migration.”
Nine studies also consider other shocks households experienced, with no clear patterns on how this affected the relationship between social protection and migration. Economic shocks experienced by participant households can explain why households continue to migrate despite receiving social protection, with social protection often used to overcome credit constraints. One study, however, observed a decrease in migration in the face of climatic shocks, when *Procampo* transfers were larger or more equally distributed. Cash transfers can also facilitate migration in regions of conflict, as observed in Colombia.

### How do Design and Implementation Factors Mediate the Link between Social Protection and Migration?

The design of programmes and the way they are implemented are important mediating factors, although they do not result in consistent outcomes for migration decision-making.

**Design Factors**

In terms of design, studies consider i) conditionality (in particular whether physical presence is required), ii) characteristics of the participants targeted, iii) geographic location, iv) the amount transferred, v) regularity of the transfer, and vi) whether the financial benefit is cash or mixed with non-cash benefits (cash plus). Overall, there are few clear patterns to be found:

- **Requirement of physical presence in locality.** While the requirement of physical presence in many CCT programmes could influence migration outcomes, such a link is not borne out in practice. Studies analysing physical presence requirements yield a mix of outcomes, suggesting a reshuffling of who migrates within the household, as well as both increases and decreases in migration.
- **Target group.** The only transfers targeting a specific group in which there is some consistency in findings are those targeting the elderly, who mainly benefit from pension programmes. Such transfers can allow another adult household member to migrate. Whether programmes target children, youth, women and girls, or extreme poverty/households with nutritional needs does not seem to determine whether social protection programmes affect migration outcomes.
- **Geographical targeting.** Not all programmes are nationally implemented, and may be focused on a regional roll-out basis, within specific regions only, or targeted at rural areas. There is more evidence of a positive or negative impact of social protection on migration when programmes are national rather than sub-national or targeted at rural areas. Programmes targeting sub-national and rural areas are not consistent.
- **Amount transferred.** The size of the amount transferred, as assessed by the reviewed papers’ authors, does not suggest a clear link with migration outcomes. Both low and higher amounts lead to inconsistent findings. There are several examples in the reviewed literature where transfers are argued to be too low to keep individuals or households in their home country or locality. High transfers may not be enough, however, to prevent migration if other factors are at play (Box 3).

---

53 A. Mesnard, “Migration, Violence and Welfare Programmes in Rural Colombia.”
Box 3. How High do Transfer Amounts Need to Be to Influence Migration Decisions?

One important design feature of interest in the link between social protection programmes and migration decisions is the amount transferred. At what amount are the effects of the social programme likely to have an influence on the decision to migrate?

The answer depends greatly on the local context, and the availability of better alternatives. The Comoran Social Safety Net Program, which offered up to $320 in cash for 60 days of public work, did not reduce migration to the richer island of Mayotte. Similarly, the transfers of about $75 offered by the Mexican Procampo agricultural cash transfer programme was not enough to limit migration, although that finding may itself be related to the reason for migration. Evidence suggests that climate-induced migration decreased in the context of Procampo transfers. In Mali, the monthly Filets Sociaux cash transfers of 30k FCFA ($18) were not enough to stop women and men from migrating. In addition, the transfers made in the Nicaraguan Red de Proteccion programme, equivalent to 18 per cent of pre-programme household expenditures, were also not enough to stop migration.

The universal, unconditional South African Old Age Grant is generally considered generous (in 2012, transfers were 1200 Rand per month, or about $130, equivalent to approximately 175 per cent of the median wage in South Africa). These transfers were still linked with spurring internal migration within South Africa, however. This is also true of the Chinese NRSP, which, although less generous than the South African Old Age Grant, was still linked with the migration of adult children living in benefiting households. The NRSP transfer is equivalent to 25 per cent of per capita income and targets those aged more than 60.

- **Frequency and regularity of payments.** Amongst studies considering the consistency of transfers, regular transfers tend to be associated more with increases in migration, as the regularity of a transfer increases its predictability, enabling participants to plan ahead and take into consideration a programme’s requirements – for instance, ensuring they are not away from home when the transfers are administered. When transfers are less frequent than once per month, research tends to find more mixed outcomes. When transfers are either one-time (such as employment programmes), or on a needs basis (such as with insurance), decreases or no impact are more common.

- **Type of benefit.** Cash transfers, particularly if they are not conditional, do not necessarily physically tie the participant to the place of origin, and therefore may be more likely to lead to migration. On the other hand, in-kind transfers, training, and services must be received or consumed in-person, and therefore may reduce migration, at least while one benefits from the programme. Studies suggest that purely cash-based programmes are much more likely to be associated with increases in migration (20 studies), whereas those that consider mixed benefits (including nutrition, medicine, and training), are more likely to lead to decreases in migration or show mixed outcomes (46 studies).

Implementation Factors

How programmes are actually implemented and how this mediates impact is insufficiently covered in the literature. While the literature points out various implementation challenges, such as arbitrary targeting for a programme in Indonesia or corruption with regards to the MGNREGA programme, there are no consistent patterns for implementation issues and migration outcomes in the seven studies that consider this factor.

Some studies find that CCTs are costly and difficult to administer, and therefore implemented without the full set of conditions in place. For instance, in the Nicaraguan Red de Proteccion programme.
Issues related to the implementation of the MGNREGA programme in India include its short duration, inherent corruption, the provision of the number of work days not matching the number promised by the programme, and delays in payments, which ultimately lead to households not relying on the programme as a steady and consistent social protection mechanism. Thus, some studies find that participants continued to favour migration.62 Consistent implementation and reliability, on the other hand, can be just as important. In the case of Ethiopia’s Productive Safety Net Programme (PSNP), a cash transfer and public works programme, evidence shows that when implemented correctly, it provided a safety net for vulnerable populations since it enabled elderly people to stay, rather than migrate, during the lean season.63

According to the literature, a lack of training was the main reason that youth continued to migrate internally despite Ghana’s Labour-Intensive Public Work programme. This cash-for-work scheme was tied to the development of assets in the localities of origin, which were never used because youth were never properly trained on how to use them.64

---

61 Paul Winters, Guy Steklov, and Jessica Todd, *The impact of conditional cash transfers on household composition, fertility and migration in Central America*.

62 Priya Deshingkar, Shaheen Akter, Pramed Sharma, and John Farrington, *The impacts of social protection on labour markets and migration with particular reference to the NREGA*.


3. What are the Implications for Policymakers?

Identify whether migration objectives are relevant in social protection programmes: The primary reason for social protection programmes is the protection of the social and economic livelihoods of people. However, policymakers may explicitly or implicitly develop migration outcomes within the objectives of the programme, for instance, by targeting the retention of skilled workers. Policymakers must decide whether migration outcomes are important to the objectives of the programmes or not, and act accordingly – given the inadvertent effects such programmes may have on migration. The influence of social protection on migration varies widely, and if migration objectives are included in social protection programming, these must be accounted for. Programmes must be designed carefully to ensure that unintended and possibly even incoherent outcomes are avoided.

Involve a broad set of actors at the design and implementation stages of social protection programmes: In order to account for the inadvertent effects of social protection on migration, more relevant actors should be involved at the conception, implementation, and monitoring and evaluation stages. Such actors should include social protection and migration experts and policymakers, but also other actors that may have a good grasp of the interlinkages between social protection and migration, including members of civil society, local authorities, representatives of potential group participants, private sector actors, and departments and ministries across government.

Account for the structural context and the characteristics of social protection programme participants: Potential programme participants may face specific economic, gender, ethnic, and class barriers that prevent them from creating the lives that they value. Understanding the ways that social protection can support them to fulfil their life aspirations (which may or may not include migration) and challenge the contextual and/or individual barriers that they face is important when designing social protection programmes. Furthermore, context may differ within countries, states, or regions. Programmes should not be designed by presuming that all individuals in rural localities suffer from the same constraints and that implementation of the programme would produce the same results across one country or region. Outcomes on migration can differ and programmes may need to be tailored to these local contexts and to the characteristics of programme participants. The effects and the variety of migration outcomes vary by specific, often vulnerable groups, such as youth, women, people with disabilities, ethnic minorities, elderly people, rural people, and lower educated or illiterate individuals. Each group represents specific needs as the link they may have with both social protection and migration is not uniform across subgroups.

Equip individuals and households with skills and the ability to reduce risks, through social protection programmes: Purely cash-based programmes tend to increase migration, compared to cash plus non-monetary transfers, services, or insurance. In other words, programmes that in addition to cash provide incentives to invest locally and build education, skills, and agency are less likely to lead to migration. This is because it allows participants to manage risks in a variety of ways and create the lives they value.

Monitor and evaluate social protection programmes for their impact on migration: Given the inadvertent effects of the interlinkage between social protection and migration, as well the choice of making migration an explicit objective of the social protection programmes or not, monitoring and evaluation of such links should be regularly undertaken. This is all the more important given that the interlinkages may vary over time and differ according to contexts, the characteristics of household members, the type of programme, and the capacity to implement such programmes. As programmes may have long-term effects, especially when they target children, long-term monitoring and evaluation should also be planned, as migration outcomes may materialize later in life. Programmes should therefore be able to adapt as migration flows and individual choices change over time.
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